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“This lilting Nashville rock trio gives new meaning to 
the label ‘easy listening’ with their tempered, dreamy 
psychedelia. Gentle grooves and softly arpeggiated 

guitars take the place of sprawling, climactic jams, yet 
their songwriting is taut enough that the audience is 

never in danger of being lulled to sleep.” 

“…Cooper pushes her strand of folk rock deep into 
psychedelic territory by merging her idiosyncratic vocal 
style with swirling, droning, guitar effects and lacerating 

solos that feel dusted with otherworldly magic.”
“A blend of rhythmic and lead elements that  

piles melody on top of melody without ever losing 
 touch with the beat…” 

“A gorgeously arranged and performed  
bouquet of psychedelia-tinged folk-rock…” 

“…to draw a line from Window Flowers to any 
period of rock and roll, it would be that of the Paisley 
Underground and bands like The Dream Syndicate, 

where beautiful and languid psychedelia met moody folk 
and rock based songs. Cooper taps into this and more 
on her debut, wrapping her reverbed vocals in swirling, 
warm echoes of sound and nuanced musical lushness 

thanks to the addition of keyboards, pedal steel, a 
glockenspiel here and a banjo there.”

“It’s an auspicious, slow-burn introduction to an artist 
with a vision, one we hope to hear more from…Cooper 
is an insightful, reflective, poignant, and occasionally 

dryly humorous singer/songwriter/guitarist and her two-
piece ‘stampede’ backing unit follows that lead.”

“[‘Fondly & Forever’] has that rare quality  
that allows it to appropriately soundtrack both a  

packed theater and an empty dive bar.”

“…a stellar iteration from the Nashville-based  
band, one of the more potent releases of the year.”
“…one of the finest folk rock bands that we have…
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“…one of the finest folk rock bands 
that we have…”

“…the group’s music might best be  
described as cosmic, psychedelic 

folk rock, but whatever it is, it’s 
100% irresistible.”  

 “…earthy vocals, vintage- 
tinged melodies, and electric jam-

ready rhythms…” 

“A rock album with a trippy 
psychedelic undertow.”

“Liz Cooper knew it was a risk to 
move to a new city and follow her 
dream. A dream that has certainly 

paid off.”

“… one of the most sought- 
after psych-rock and folk bands  

in America.”
 “…a dream to soak in… 

gorgeous arrangements of  
tempos and textures…”

“…convergence of folk psychedelic 
meeting guitar-driven rock and 
lowkey country vibes to boot.”

“Cooper is a powerful frontwoman 
both on the mic and on the guitar…”

“Taking an intricate fingerpicking 
style that’s typically more suited to 

acoustic playing and delivering it with 
a blurred, dreamy tone, Cooper turns 

the songs into hazy, atmospheric 
soundscapes.” 

“…gorgeous sunny sounds...”

“It might sound clichéd to talk about 
a band having a ‘breakout year,’ but 
2019 sure feels like a breakout year 

for Liz Cooper & The Stampede.”

8 / 10 RATING
“Window Flowers has an  

affirmative energy that charges 
through the record and blurs the  

lines of genre.”

“As a unit, Cooper and her 
bandmates (bassist Grant Prettyman 
and drummer Ryan Usher) showcase 
a commitment to exploring creative 
impulses while staying true to their 
musical vision of a joyfully raucous 

power trio.”

“It kicks serious ass.”
“one of the best albums out there.”

“…these guys are ones to watch.” 
“Window Flowers is a rootsy 

rollick held in place by Cooper’s 
reverberating vocals.”
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